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Dearest Retailers of inspiration
and beautifully organized ideas…
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I’ve written books, I’ve recorded books, and if I
could, I’d eat books for breakfast. I’ve also tried
every calendar system out there and I never
found one that inspired me as much as my
favourite books. So I created it. Out of all my
multi-media attempts at helping people to live
more soulfully, I think the Day Planner is the most
effective. And pretty. And useful. And long-lasting.
Because it meets every woman where she lives: in her to-do
list, and in her heart. It asks her questions she’s never been
asked. It encourages her to focus first on what matters most:
her Core Desired Feelings. And with that kind of clarity, big
goals and daily must-dos get a major energy boost.

Format:
BE - Spiral bound / B314
Coiled wire binding/ B402
Paper over boards

How you plan your day is how you live your life.
Thank you for creating a space where people can find what
they need...in life.

BISAC Category Codes:
MAIN: SELF-HELP / Journaling
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SELF-HELP / Motivational &
Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth /
Success
SELF-HELP / Self-Management /
Time Management

All Love,
DanielleLaPorte.com
@daniellelaporte
#DesireMap
support@daniellelaporte.com
media@daniellelaporte.com

Strong fan base and growing audience
The planner collection is based on best-selling
author Danielle LaPorte’s The Desire Map book,
which sold over 140,000 copies in the US and
Canada, is translated into 8 languages, and
evolved into a journal series, a Top 10 iTunes
app, and a workshop curriculum with hundreds of
licensed facilitators in 15 countries.

Gorgeous production value
High-weight paper, charcoal-grey cover for the “signature edition”
and abstract cover art by painter Marta Spendowska for the “limited
edition,” gold foil lettering, spiral bound with gold metal coil, back
cover pocket, elastic enclosure, monthly coloured cut-out tabs,
perforated corner tear tabs.

Inspiration meets practical
time management
With daily/weekly Soul Prompts, Gratitude
Notes, Stop Doing Lists, #Truthbombs, and
reflections on Core Desired Feelings.

DanielleLaPorte.com receives
receives millions of monthly visitors
500,000+ followers and 45 million monthly impressions
on social media.

Put your Soul
on the agenda
“What will I do to feel the way I want to feel”—that’s
the call to action from The Desire Map 2018 Planner
Collection from best-selling author Danielle LaPorte.
With Soul Prompts like, “What do you want to revolutionize?”
and “How do you want to feel in your body?” as well as
sections for Gratitude Notes, a weekly Stop Doing List,
and Your 3 Key To-Dos, this planner is where positivity
meets productivity—and it’s unlike anything on the market.
Over 5 million people visit DanielleLaPorte.com each
month for her advice and daily #Truthbombs, and The
Desire Map Planner Collection already has a raving
fan base of women who want an agenda that includes
all of who they are—not just another to-do list.
This collection is visually gorgeous. Both the Daily and Weekly
editions come in simple charcoal or bright abstract art covers
with gold foil splash and high-quality, eco-conscious paper.

Danielle LaPorte
Ongoing marketing campaign
•

Incentivize 700+ Desire Map Licensees to promote planners at their workshops

•

1,000 “super fans” and bloggers enlisted to run reviews and buzz
about the planners on their social media platforms

•

Features in Trade Publications (print and digital)

•

Promoting product to our audience via email and social media: DanielleLaPorte.com
receives 5 million monthly visitors. 500,000+ followers on social
media. 45 million monthly impressions on social media

•

New-buyer campaign: free bonuses (e-course) with a purchase of a planner at their local bookstore

•

Dedicated publicity agency targeting print and online media
for features, reviews and listings in gift guides

•

Advertising and retargeting campaign on Facebook

•

Reviews campaign: honest reviews on Amazon will be encouraged and incentivized

...is an invited member of Oprah’s inaugural SuperSoul 100, a group who,
in Oprah Winfrey’s words, “is uniquely connecting the world together with a
spiritual energy that matters.”
She is author of The Fire Starters Sessions, and The Desire Map—the book
that turned into this day planner collection, a journal system, a Top 10 iTunes
app, and an international workshop program with licensed facilitators in
15+ countries. Her next highly anticipated book, White Hot Truth: Clarity for
keeping it real on your spiritual path—from one seeker to another, launches
May 15, 2017.
Named one of the “Top 100
Websites for Women” by
Forbes, millions of visitors go to
DanielleLaPorte.com monthly
for her daily #Truthbombs
and what’s been called “the
best place online for kickass
spirituality.” Entrepreneur
magazine calls Danielle, “equal
parts poet and entrepreneurial
badass…edgy, contrarian…
loving and inspired.” She lives
in Vancouver, BC.

THE DESIRE MAP DAY PLANNER COLLECTION FROM DANIELLE LAPORTE

Where positivity meets productivity

“I am a former achievement junkie.
The planner makes me focus on how
I feel, and makes me prioritize myself.
It took me off a hamster wheel of constantly
DOING and let me focus on BEING.”

“...it’s beautiful to look at and hold and
reminds me of what is most important
in my life every day. I enjoy the prompts,
quotes and the synchronicity in them all
that just sets up the day perfectly.”

- Maggie Juliano

- Laura Berridge

“The Desire Map Planner has not only influenced my life, it
absolutely has changed it. I use the planner each day at work...when
I make even 10 minutes to complete that day’s page, it “frames” my
day so positively. I love considering the Soul Prompts and things I’m
grateful for. This planner is so much more than a calendar and to-do list.”

“Since I started using it last year
I have met every single goal....
it’s made my goals more clear
and intentional. I have all my
business team members using it.”

- Karen Stensrud

- Domenica Escatel

“The Desire Map Planner enabled me to not only keep my daily business and personal life effortlessly
organized, it also allowed me to keep my spiritual growth and life goals in check. No other
planner works this hard to allow its user to balance both kinds both goals symbiotically.”
- Adrienne Baker

